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A History of The Three Internationals
.

THE ]N11!RNATIONALE. by R. Palme Ollte. London, lawrence &: Wishart.

If there is any doubt that, the story of the Internationals are at
once the story of the world working: class and also the story of the
rise of Communism, this history ~ould serve to dispel it. For it
shows clearly that Marxism-the theory of scientific socialism now
internationally accepted as the basis of the ideology of the Com
munist Parties-has always been the main current of the working
class movement, the majority current, the main theoretical base of
the whole class. Living as we do in an age where ceaseless propa·
ganda has sought to present communist theory as the view of a
minority, an errant sect, and a theory generally 'discredited' in the
eyes of a solidly conservative or social-democratic working class,
this· truth Deeds to be constantly stated. And the truth is that, in its
international alliances. the working class has always found its
theoretiea.l foundations in revolutionary Marxism; Second Inter
national reformism has, in fact. been the deviant and errant
minority course. .

The Fint International grew when the modern. industrial work·
ing class the proletariat with nothirig to sell save its ability to
work-was itself new, inexperienced. facing a whole world of new
problems withoilt any history of its own from which to learn how
to go forward. It was a class which had to create for itself a theory
and an ideology which would enable it to challenge the state of
capi~lism and to move. forward purposefully towards sociaHsm.·
Only .such a formidable genius. as that of Marx could have
measured. up to the needs. of such a time. Steering itself by that
genius,. the· First Internatiol:lal grew,' and led some impressive,
pioneering working class struggles between the years 1865 and 1875.
Its decline appears to have been less the result of its own weak-
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nesses than a deflection of the decline of the revolutionary wave
which had surged across Europe to crash in greatest triumph and
greatest tragedy with the c;taring Paris Commune of 1871. The
Franco-German combined reaction which drowned the Paris Com
mune in blood triumphed over the revolutionary stonn. whose focus
had been the International. the Marxian International.

By contemporary standards, the First International was small in
numbers, small in mass influence. Its constituent ,bodies were con
fined to the advanced capitalist countries of Europe, with small
echoes only in the United States of America. Yet its achievements
were consid~rable. By the time of its decline and the death of its

. main inspirer, Karl Marx, it had left a profound mark on our
world. It had brought together in several countries the advanced
and class-conscious elements to form the first solidly based working
class socialist parties; it had created the first real international
alliance of revolutionary socialist parties, striking out in unity
regardless of national frontiers; but above all it had given to them
-and simultaneously bequeathed to all subsequent generations of
men under capitalism down to our own time.--an ideology which
has stood the test of time, and proved its validity in one of the
most eventful periods of social clash and change· ·which has ever
been.

The First International clarified many of the problems of socialist
advance. It showed beyond doubt that, in the modem industrial
working class, there was to be found the progressive force of
capitalist society-the force which would be at once the revolu
tionary grave-digger of the capitalist order and the main construc
tors of the new socialist order. It was left for the Second
International to seek to translate that belief into reality, to gather
up the mass of the working class, to organise them into parties and
trade unions which would count their members not in hundreds but
in tens of thousands, and which would count their votes in election
times in millions-parties which in the opening years of the
twentieth century seemed to many to stand on the threshold ,of
Parliamentary majorities and Parliamentary power.

The Second International rose in the period of the rise of
imperialism, in the days of the great imperial expansions, of the
conquest and division of all Asia and Africa amongst the main
imperial powers, when the annies of world-scale war were forming
up. and the first major imperialist war was discernible ahead on
the horizon of history by those whose understanding was ii:umined



by Marxism; as all the International's leaders, Kautsky, Liebkecht
and Lenin were.

But imperialism not only influenced the course of armies; it
influenced also the ideology of classes. Born out of the apparent
sta'bility and strength of imperialism, reformist illusions began to
erode the ranks of the Second International. The international
began to separate into reformists and revolutionaries-both gener
ally claiming to be Marxists. The separation reached breaking point
over the out'break of war itself in 1914. The war had been clearly
enough foreseen ,by the parties affiliated to the International. The
virtually unanimous resolutions, branding it as a war for territorial
conquest in which the working class had no interest, had been public
for years. But when war came, reformism had eaten too deeply
into the ranks for many of the International's affiliates to carry out
their own resolutions and fight against imperialism war and against
their own governments which were waging it. Most of the leaders
of the International went over to the side of "their' imperialists.
joining with them in war-mongering and incitement to war, against
foreign workers who they now called 'enemy'.

Few sections stood firm. Outstandingly the Russian Social Demo
crats. headed by Lenin. the foremost Marxist of his time and per
haps of aU time, stood by the decisions made by the International.
The unity of revolutionary and reformist could· no longer be
maintained not even uneasily, in a single International. Before world
working class unity could again be established it was necessary, as
Lenin argued forcibly, to divide clearly, along lines of principle.

The war was a period of dividing. Shortly after its end, it was
possible to again unite, this time-as in Marx's time-in an inter
national of revolutionary socialists from which the reformists had
separated finally. Thus the Third International came to inherit the
banner of revolutionary class struggle. of Marxism, which had been
first raised by the First International. But with a difference. The
First International had been an organisation confined to the advanced
countries of Europe and America, and the Second maintained that
pattern. But now, in the Third Communist International newly
forming parties of revolutionary socialism from the colonial lands
of Asia, Africa and South America were included. The Third Inter
national thus became, in a special way, the first truly world~wide

organisation of the working class.
By the time the International was formed in 1921, the workers of

Russia had already fought and won their revolution, conquered
power from a capitalist state, and set out deliberately to construct
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,
the ~rst ever socialist:. society in their own country. The Russian
working class thus proved themselves to be the advance-guard and
the pace-setters of t,he socialist movement. its real leading cadre.
Russian experience and Russian -example thus became a profo~d

and valuable guide for the workers of every other country, aDd for
the International itself. No serious revolutionary party could" then
--or now-aflord to ignore the experience of the Russian workers.
or fail to treat with the most tremendous seriousness the views and
opinions of the Russian Communists who had ventured further into
the new world of socialist: construction than anyone else.

The heart of the Third International. its leading core was un;
doubtedly the Russian working class and the Bolshevik Party; its
inspiration above all others, Lenin until his death. In the eyes" of its
enemies and its assailers, the International was seen as. an arm of
the Bolshevik Party, and a puppet of the Soviet. Government. This
picture was a distortion. But it is idle to pretend that. given the
leading role of the Russian working class in the International. it
could fail to be influenced by every vicissitude in Soviet affairs,
every tum and swing in Soviet politics.

The Third International existed for twenty years. Its founding
congress took place in 1921, its final world congress in 1936. In
1943 it was formally dissolved by decision of its affiliated parties.
This short life-span had profound effects- upon the world. It was
during this period that Communism became a world phenomenon,
with parties in the majority of countries of the globe. It was in this
period that the aUiance .was struck in deeds between the Communist
parties and the revolutionary national liberation movements of the
colonial lands: during this period that the ·theory of the united
front was hammered out and first tried in practice. laying down the
experience which in a later age was to guide the development 9f
many countries towards Peoples Democratic and National Demo
cratic, states.

While the Third International grew to bestride the. whole world,
the Second International foundered. Though ,constituent bOdies in
many countries remained, even prospered; the International·as such
declined in significance. It ceased to have any significant effect upon
the world's working class, and became increasingly a centre of anti
communist intrigue, dedicated to deepening the divisions in the
working class, not to healing them, a bitter factional grouping which
could no longer seriously claim leadership of any. real mass move
ment of the working class. That claim passed finally and irretrjev~

ably to theThird International at its very formation, when the militant
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revolutionary core of the socialist parties in all countries broke
their allegiance with the past and joined the new, international.

The Third International's dissolution in 1943 signalled the growth
of ·Communism to maturity in many countries. The statement of
dissolution said that the maturity and self-sufficiency of many
parties had already some time before then led to the virtual wither
ing a,way o'f the' leadership functions of the international: by 1943.
In fact. the very existence of the 'International, with certain constitu
tional rights of direction over affiliated parties, was proving to be a
hindrance to the parties' further development where once, in the
days of their maturity~ it had 'been a help. Since that time, Com
munist international co-operation has passed through variow
phases-from the post-second world war Cominform, which was a
loose grouping of only'some of the Communist and workers' parties
for exchange of opinion only, to periodic international c9nferences.
Maturity has thw brought a new type of unity, expressed not
through affiliation to a single centre, ~ut through identity of action
and periodic joint statements of policy.

Because the period o~ the Third International and after has been
the period of the most rapid growth of the working class move
ment, it· should provide the most vivid and varied history, No oqe
in the English-speaking world is better equipped to write that
history than R. PaIme DuU, who has participated in its every turn
as a leader of the British Communist Party since its foundation, and
written about its problems and tasks, month by month, as editor of
Labour Monthly also since its foundation in the 1920's. Disappoint
ingly, to this reader at least, this very section of the history is the
least satisfying in the book. The reason no dou'ht is that Dutt is
not just a writer; he is also a maker of history.

In all his writing he is concerned to aid the advance on a
world scale to socialism, a task requiring the profoundest unity of
the working class everywhere. In this period of far-reaching con
troversy in the Communist movement, every aspect of the past of
the U S.S.R., of the.Communist International and of international
communist conferences of recent years is being mulled over, recon
sidered, debated and analysed. Dutt appears to have set himself
(without distorting the whole history) to avoid matter that might
prove to be fuel to stoke up the controversy rather than light to
illuminate the past. For me, at least, vital questions a'bout this
period remain unanswered. For example: To what extent did left
wing sectarianism in the Comintern affect the advance of Com
munism in the colonial countries? Did the distortions of Communist
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standards during the Stalin era in the U.sS.R. inftuence the growth
of the parties outside the USSR.? In the light of the history of
individual parties. was the attempt to run a centralised, highly
disciplined apparatus by directions from a centro-in Moscow or
anywhere else-justified by results? Did it in fact become a
hindrance only when the Comintem was dissolved, or earlier? In
what practical demonstrations was it shown that the Comintem had
-as its statement says-outlived its usefulness and become a brak.e
on further development? And finally: was the dissolution of the
Comintem without any attempt to substitute any other means for
regular co-operation justified; or was it an error reflecting develop
ments inside the movement at that time?

These questions remain unanswered. Perhaps it is that all this is
too recent history for any of those who participated in these events
to be able to look on them dispassionately, objectively with the
historian's long view. But until such questions are answered, until
·the Third International is subjected to searching historical analysis,
there ,will be a gap in the understanding of our generation which
can prevent our learning from - and thus avoiding - whatever
errors might have been made before. Historical analysis cannot be
silenced by political orthodoxy - or at least not for long. I have
no doubt that. now that the way to an assessment of this period
has been opened by Dutt, the rest of the assessment will follow.
For myself I hope that it is Dult who carries on where he has left
off. His pen and acute analytical mind are what the working class:
needs at this time to clear away some of the obscurity and doubt
which still linger round much of the Communist history of recent
years. Such further study will surely help towards the aim of the
present 'book, which is to advance the understanding of the working
class and equip it to construct socialism everywhere, so that - in
the words of the song from which his title is taken -

"The Intemationale shall be the human race'.
Or - as the version sung in South Africa has it, which I person

ally prefer -
"The International unites the human race.'

T.

THERE CAN BE few subjects in contemporary politics more n'eedy
of thorough historical assessment· than the meteoric rise of the
Communist movement-from a tiny sect in the early nineteenth
ce.ntury to the greatest single movement the world has ever known...



in our own time. So far as I am aware. in the English speaking
world, only the professional anti-communist peddlers have hitherto
been sufficiently attracted to the subject to give any sort of serious
attention to it, 'but they have been concerned more with poisoning
the air with anti-communism than with historic fact. In English at
least, there has been no serious study of the growth of Communism
up to the present time, except for piecemeal accounts of particular
developments in particular countries, often confined to the fairly
short period since the first world war. R. Palme Dutt's recent book
The internationale partly fills the gap.

Guerillas in the Philippines

THE FOREST, by William J. Pomeroy. Berlin, Seven Seas Books (Central
Books, London, 5s.).

Wrm TIlE TRWMPH ofsocialism and weakening of imperialism following
fascism's. defeat in the last world war, the movements for national
liberation received a great impetus and the collapse of the shameful
colonial system of imperialism was assured.

In Asia national liberation armies had roused the people against the
Japanese invader, but with Japan's defeat that very nationalism was
feared by the American. British, French and Dutch imperialists who
sought to re-establish their colonial rule.

The pattern, which is commonplace today, began to assert itself on a
wide scale, of -a once down-trodden and exploited people asserting
their right to land, freedom and national independence, and of im
perialism and its hired puppet governments ruthlessly attempting to
suppress those aspirations.

One of the first guerrilla struggles to break out after the war took
place in the Philippine islands, and The Forest by William Pomeroy
is a brilliant record of that struggle at its height. A quiet but passionate
testament to the heroism of the Filipino people The Forest has much to
reconunend it. Rich in historical content, dealing with a struggle about
which unfortunately little is known in the Western world, the book is
essential to the. political student. At the same time it is an invaluable
contribution to the study of guerrilla warfare. But it is as a poet that
Mr. Pomeroy will have his widest appeal.
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'Beautifully poetiC 1M Forest is essentially a moving story of rOan in
his l:Iuest for freedom. Pomeroy, a true internationalist, rises abOve the
Filipino strUggle alone, and sings to the strertgth and brotherhood of
mankjnd. In this be sUCOOlXls in making the struggle to free the Philip
pines, the struggle of man everywhere. In a style as clear, simple and
direct as a freedom song Pomeroy records the awful. unspeakable
hardships and suffering a people are prepared to ·endure. the terrible
dangers they are ready.to face in their determined struggle to be free.

Pomeroy is admirably equipped to tell the story. As an American
soldier be arrived in the Philippines in 1944. with Filipino hopes bigh
that after centuries of foreign domination independence would soon
be theirs. To Pomeroy's dismay and horror be found that American
military forces, far from being an army of I~beration.were acting in the
interests of the big landlords to suppress the peasant movement that
had grown out of -the fight against fascism. When.independence came
on July 4th: 1946 (with'typical brashness on' America's own independ- .
ence day celebrations), it had so many stnngs attached that the Filipino
people could not breathe. Their mass organizations opposed this
phoney travesty of independence which continued to doom them to
backwardness as peasant prOducers of raw materials for U.S. industry,
and forced them to buy in return American goods that they could easily
make themselves. The Filipino people demanded real independence
and full democratic rights". '.

American imperialism and the puppet Filipino government it created
set out to smash the people's resistance with violence. tClT9r and
murder. But the people bit back. The old guerrilla units that had fought
the Japanese were regrouped and gave battle to the lDCIoeriary armies
of the landlords and government hirelings of American imperialism.
The historic role of completing the colonial revolution in the Philip
pines feU to the Huks (Hukbong Mapagpaiaya ng Bayan)----t.be Filipino
Army of National Liberation.

In 1950, with the revolutionary situation in the Philippines at a high
tempo. William· Pomeroy and his Filipina wife. Celia, answered a call
for volunteers and joined the Huk guerrillas based in the dense moun
tain forests.

1be opening sentence of the book states: 'Whoever enter forest
leave behind the open world.' The forest is a wildernessw~ survival
is precarious. On entering it 'be who would be a revolutionuy abandons
home and lives on the margin of life'. Refuge .of the hunted and
harassed. sanctuary for those who would rather fight than submit,
'always the mountain forest has sheltCred the Philippine urge to
liberty',

From the bidden world of the forest the Huks give direction to the
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people of the open world. for the forest becomes the nerve centre of
revolution wberc 'the dick of the mimeolraPh machine matches leaf
rustle lind lizard rush". .

With quiet courage the author portrays the real meaning of life as a
guerrilla fightel'. No romantic notions are here for death continually
stalks the gueniUa's trails and the forest is 'a green lid on endurance,
htinger and suffering'. Willil18 to accept discipline and danger without a
murmur for the guerrilla hardship is a permanent way of life. 1be
gueniUa 'takes his life in his hands and hangs it upon a thread', the
forest fruit is 'sour, bitter, astringent, like a struggle for freedom', and
his hide-oU:t 'is a draughty cave where he guards a little flame on a
windy night'. ,

In the forest life depends on the collective band, man alone is
doomed and the 'towering impenetrable fastness is an awesome to
minder of the collectivity of life. The guerrilla Ieains real involvement"
sharing his life and possessions with his comrades and merging his
identity completely with the movement. In the everlasting, enduring
wilderness the struggle and the forest become inseparable, because the
forest tcsrhes the guerrilla how to endure.
, From their forest fOlbess the Huks became strong enough to

challenge ~poweroftheU.S. backed puppets. Oina, Greeoe. Korea.
Indonesia. Veitnam, Malaya, the Philippines-the U.S.A. sends no
arms to those struggling for freedom, instead tons of lethal equipment
are sent to suPJ?fCSS liberty-and when mercenaries are no longer
effective Amencan troops are despatched. Trained and rc-organiUld
by professional interventionists fresh from suppressing peoples'
movements in Greece and Korea, equipped from boot-laces to bazookas
with U.S. military aid, 100,000 puppet troops were thrown against
10,000 iU<qwpped Huks.

When the enemy cuts off ,the food supply 'from the villages and
penetrates to the hiding places, when death litters the forest glades and
the gueni1Ia ftees like a hunted quarry into the primitive, unpatbed
wildenxss, when defeat rears its ugly head the revolutionary faces his
severest test. The test of man is to overcome all obstacles. This is the
test of progress and this is the lest of the struggle. The forest becomes
the testing place 'we are undergoing trial by forest, a contest of
endurance, of will apin~ men and wilderness'. It is easy to surrender
or lie down and die but the struggle demands that the revolutionary
endure all privations, that he preserve himself to continue the fight.
'We stumble,! fall, rise and stagger on again, because we refuse to
accept the fact of death. How can we die? We are RIGHT, and all that
we fight is WRONG.'

Ringed by the enemy, with capture or death looming close the author
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is touched by fatalism and wonders if his small band is the last that
remains of a movement in retreat. In the death-like stillness that per
vades the forest he has grown to love, a leaf moves ... 'Leaves move. I
watch the moving leaves. The forest lives. The movement lives ...
I know that we shall go on, enduring even if we are the last, and wiih
hope, because the very act of doing so transfers the life that we embody
to the hands of others who wiD come after, as the falling leaf is sup
planted by the oUlgrowth of another, as the forest endures against
decay... .'

In 1952 Bill and Celia Pomeroy were captured and sentenced to life
imprisonment. Ten years later their sentences were commuted but he
was deported while she was denied pennission to leave her homeland.
Following world·wide protests the couple were reunited. In Philippine
prisons since as far back as 1950, still under sentence of death or life
imprisonment, are many heroic leaders. Ten thousand of the country's
finest sons and daughters are dead, but the struggle continues and
there are new inhabitants of the forest. '

Reading this exceptionally fine book one cannot but feel tremend
ously inspired for the author unquestionably succeeds in showing
there is no truth lhat a revolutionary movement dies. The forest and the
struggle are enduring, as enduring as the desire of the common people
to be free.

'The forest is there, unchanged, unconquered, waiting.'
Alexander SIMko

Apartheid Analysed

THE MENACE OF APARTIIEID, by Sol Dubula. Prague, Peace and
Socialism, 6d.

APARTHEID IS A new word for an old relationship.' TItis is the opening
sentence in a new pamphlet, The Menace of Apartheid, by So) Dubula,
published in Prague by Peace and SockJlism. It continues:

'Cheap black labour has always been the 'chief soun:e of wealth
in South Africa. TItis factor more lhan any other, has given rise 10
what is today one of the most brutal and barbaric systems of race and
national oppression which history has known.'

As this opening paragraph shows, this is a hard-hitting, realistic
description of apartheid, how and why it functions. The writer bas
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assembled some excellent facts. statistics and quotations from South
African official sources. Short but informative sections deal with
political rights, land, pass laws and freedom of movement, trade unions
and education. One of the best sections is an excellent expose of the
fraud of Bantustans-so-caUed 'homelands' for the African people.
An analysis of why and where South Africa obtains support, and a
sununary of United Nations' activities on apartheid, provide more
useful information.

The pamphlet points out the need for international action on the
apartheid issue, and the menace that Verwoerd's South Africa con
stitutes both to free African states and to world peace.

This is a short, readable and up-to-date booklet on South Africa;
it should be widely distributed, and if so, it will make a positive con·
tribution to strengthening the struggle against apartheid.

F. ADd
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